FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Weinstock realty & development announces Savi Provisions partnership with
Perimeter Summit office complex

High quality health conscious offerings, meeting space and event options break the mold of
traditional office café
ATLANTA — August, 2020 —Savi Provisions, Atlanta’s neighborhood destination for locally-sourced gourmet
and organic foods and fine wines and spirits, is proud to partner with Perimeter Summit, one of Central
Perimeter’s most prominent office complexes, on the opening of its newest office building concept, according
to real estate brokerage and development firm Weinstock Realty & Development.
Savi will be located in a large ground floor space in the 4004 Summit building, a recently-delivered class A
office building, and will offer an elevated building cafe and market experience. Quality health conscious food
offerings, a retail space and tenant events such as wine tastings will break the mold of the typical office café.
Amy Fingerhut, First Vice President with CBRE represented ownership in sourcing Savi Provisions to Perimeter
Summit.
The addition of Savi at 4004 Summit greatly enhances the overall experience and convenience factor for
tenants within the office park. With this partnership, Savi will marry the convenience of a cafe with the
experience and quality of a retail brick and mortar experience. I am excited for all involved, Shaun Weinstock
of Weinstock Realty & Development, Savi’s tenant representative explains.
Our goal is to create a true amenity and selling point for the building. We are creating this offering with
intent and look forward to aligning with the building objectives. We look forward to a successful partnership,
explains Paul Nair, Owner and Founder of Savi.
Perimeter Summit is excited to add such an unique offering to complement the first class improvements
recently implemented at 4004 Summit. Savi is the gold standard in its segment of the Atlanta retail market.
Their addition to the park is a great amenity to the local community and for our tenants at Perimeter Summit
alike.
For more information on Savi Provisions, please visit saviprovisions.com.
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